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No Weapon but Grace
One morning, when my daughter was about four years old
and deep in another “Daddy is Doo-Doo” phase during which
my wife’s presence was infinitely preferable to mine, she
called for her mother from the comfort of her own bed. My
wife was in the shower and unable to answer, and the tone of
my daughter’s voice quickly escalated from polite request to
imperious demand. Even today, when I think of my now
nineteen year-old daughter, I hear Helena, in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, saying, “though she be but little, she is
fierce.”
I stepped to the threshold of her room and peeked in to
reassure myself that my daughter wasn’t in distress, but that
was too much for her. She sat bolt upright from her pillow,
glared at me with what I recognized as her “evil stare of
death,” and bellowed, “Not you again!”
I took it on the chin that morning – at least verbally – but my
daughter and I laugh about that encounter now. She’s an
accomplished young woman with astonishing emotional
intelligence, and if she hasn’t lost her knack for tactical
ferocity, she knows I’m on her side and rarely, if ever, bares
her teeth in my presence.
I thought of that morning as I read this week’s readings and
said, less emphatically than my daughter, “Not sheep again!”
I don’t begrudge the little critters their place on earth, though
they’d likely vanish as a species without humans forever
saving them from peril. For this week’s readings, however, I
attended less to the dumbness of the lambs than the witness
of the shepherd.
Jesus explicitly links his title of “Good Shepherd” with his
willingness to give his life for his sheep. The Greek
word, kalos, translated here as “good,” is better understood
as “noble,” “ideal,” or even “beautiful,” than as “highly
skilled,” or “good at his job.” To die for a flock is idealistic,
perhaps even noble, but it leaves at least one human dead and
the sheep defenseless. As with any metaphor, we must read
this passage with what Wendell Berry calls a “humorous
intelligence,” aware that Jesus is at least as much NOT a
shepherd as he IS one.
If we trust the text to reveal how this shepherd is noble, ideal,
and beautiful, however, there are at least three discoveries to
make. First, what distinguishes this shepherd from the hired
hand who runs rather than face the wolf is that the shepherd
knows and cares for his sheep. In fact, he and the sheep know
each other as intimately as the Father knows the Son.

Now there’s very little I know for certain about God, but I’m
confident I don’ t know or care for the Son as thoroughly the
Son knows and loves the Father. If this is a true picture of the
Son – and I think it is – then I must assume I’m either out in
the flock or in it only by the grace of God. I don’t presume to
know where you stand, but I suspect I’m not alone in this.
Second, Jesus says he has other sheep he will eventually call
into one flock with one shepherd. It’s a cryptic saying with no
obvious textual referent. Does he mean future generations of
believers, Gentiles who will come to believe between the
death of Jesus and the composition of John’s gospel, other
Christian communities tracing their lineage to someone other
than John, or even righteous non-Christians? Cautious
scripture scholars aren’t certain.
What is clear, though, is that any group imagining itself in
sole possession of all necessary and sufficient ideas for
salvation is mistaken. There will be sheep in the final flock
that look and smell quite strange. Membership depends on
grace alone, not purity of doctrine or conspicuous merit.
Third, the Shepherd says he’s beloved of the Father because
he freely lays down his life and freely takes it up again.
Divine love is free and total reciprocity. A few chapters later,
John makes it painfully clear that Jesus dies – not a docetic
shucking off of some corporeal husk, leaving the “essence”
untouched, but a real, physical death. The Son takes up his
life again freely, in the love of the Father and obedience to
the Father’s command. We, too, live in hope of life to come
after our own bodily death, but entirely by the grace of God.
This Good Shepherd will die – already has died – for his
sheep, and lovingly defends them with no weapon but grace.
No other weapon is necessary to save us from ourselves. The
dumbfounding thing about Christ’s grace is that it finds
sinners as they are – witless, defenseless, and obstinate – and
transforms them into friends (John 15:11-17). Friends aren’t
held at arm’s length for fear of being soiled or lightly patted
while the host holds his breath against the stench. Friends are
embraced, held close, kissed, loved.
I loved my four year-old daughter even when she made it
clear she didn’t want me around. I treasure our friendship
now. From the little I understand of
God, my love for my daughter
compares to Christ’s love for us as
a drop of water to the Pacific. If
being a sheep leads to such oceanic
love and intimate friendship, I want
to be in the flock. I want to be a
sheep.
~ Brain Volck, The Ekklesia Project

Reflecting on the Word
____1st Reading: Acts 4:5-12
What obstacles keep us from sharing the Good News
about God’s love through Jesus? According to verses 56, many of Jerusalem’s top scholars and authorities were
at this meeting – including many men who were at Jesus’
trial. Why do you think they took this new “threat” so
seriously? What is clever about the council’s leading
question in verse 7? What is clever about Peter’s response
to the question? Luke tells us in verse 13 that Peter and
John were common, uneducated men. Why would this be
so surprising to these highly-educated religious men? In
light of this, what do you think it meant that Peter was
“filled with the Holy Spirit?” What had these men “seen
and heard” that was so difficult to keep quiet? We might
not be brought before authorities, as Peter and John were,
to account for our faith. Still, do you think Jesus’ promise
applies to us when we share our faith with others? Faith
Element

____Psalm Reading: Psalm 23
Would you rather lead or follow? What qualities does it
take to lead well? Who has demonstrated great leadership
and gained your trust as a follower? What qualities must
a good follower demonstrate? Who has been an example
to you of being a good follower? Who is the Shepherd
described in this psalm? How does the Shepherd settle
you and calm you when you struggle with contentment?
Have you ever needed replenishment or restoration?
Where does the shepherd lead you during those times?
What is the “valley of the shadow of death”? Have you
ever walked in that valley? If so, what was that time in
your life like? What kind of hope and strength for
tomorrow does the Lord bring to those who follow him?
When have you needed to be reminded of the victory that
awaits you at the end of this life? How can a glimpse of
future victory give you strength and peace in the midst of
the trials that you face today? What is it about heaven
that compels you to follow the Lord and submit to him as
your Shepherd? Eagle Christian Church

The symbolism of the shepherd also contains the sense
of a wisdom which is both intuitive and the fruit of
experience. The shepherd symbolizes watchfulness. His
duties entail the constant exercise of vigilance. He is
awake and watching. Hence he is compared with the
Sun, which sees all things, and with the
king. Furthermore, since, as we have stated, the
shepherd symbolizes the nomad, he is rootless and stands
for the soul which is not a native of this Earth but always
a stranger and pilgrim. In so far as his flock is
concerned, the shepherd acts as a guardian and to this is
linked knowledge, since he knows what pasture suits the
animals in his charge. He observes the Heavens, the
Sun, the Moon and the stars and can predict the
weather. He distinguishes sounds and hears the noise of
approaching wolves, as well as the bleating of lost sheep.
Through the different duties which he performs, he is
regarded as a wise man whose activities are the result of
contemplation and inner vision.
~ Jean Chevalier & Alain Gheerbrant, The Penguin Dictionary of Symbols,
via Suzanne Guthrie, A t the Edge of Enclosure

____3rd Reading: 1 John 3:16-24
Who was your closest friend when you were a kid? Why
did you connect with them so well? What was a time when
you wanted to connect to someone more deeply, but fear
held you back from trying? What was the fear that held
you back or prevented you from leaning all the way in
(Rejection? Lack of confidence? Unsure how?)? What are
some of the fears that keep Christians from taking the
initiative to create and cultivate the kind of community
addressed in Acts 2 and 1 John 3? Why is it so important to
connect deeply with other followers of Jesus? How do we
find the confidence necessary to “make the first move”?
What one step could you take this week toward starting or
nurturing a relationship with another Christian? Bellevue
Presbyterian Church

____4th Reading: John 10:11-18

Praying Toward Sunday
My dearest Lord.
Be Thou a bright flame before me.
Be Thou a guiding star above me.
Be Thou a smooth path beneath me.
Be Thou a kindly shepherd behind me.
Today and evermore.
~ excerpted from a longer prayer by St. Columba, (c. 521597)

Besides being white and fluffy, what do you know about
sheep? How would you describe sheep, and the way they
behave, to someone who has never experienced sheep? If
someone were to refer to you as sheepish or sheep-like,
would you view that as a compliment or an insult? Why is
it important for the sheep to know the voice of the
shepherd? In verse 7, what does Jesus say about himself?
What is significant about Jesus saying “I am the door of
the sheep”? Who is the hired hand that Jesus talks about?
What does the hired hand do when the sheep are in danger?
What does Jesus say about sheep in another fold? Who
might Jesus be talking about? How important is it for us to
remember that all of Christ’s sheep are part of one flock?
Eagle Christian Church

